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The Heart’s Bright and Dark Light

Jil Evans

Light, when it occurs in painting, reveals a great deal about what is valued and why. The paintings in the Heart Bright Dark series were made following a year-long study of light in five paintings in the collection of the Minneapolis Institute of Art (Mia). I chose paintings at Mia whose light moved me, in dramatically different ways, to linger in the worlds depicted. I am, like any interested viewer, hungry to meet the mind of the painter revealed in the work, and in this case while spending hours engaged in looking and drawing. My goal with this study was to concentrate on light and the content it carries, and then bring something new to my own work in abstraction.

I chose paintings that engage light involving a mysterious symbolic relationship with the natural world; light used to depict the passing of glory; light arriving to meet the supernatural and natural; light exposing the difference between danger and contented safety; and the power of light to create tension between habitation and alienation. These are not the only ways light reflects our hearts and minds. My work is intended to inspire further investigation into the profound and nuanced power of light in works of art.

The Studies

The light in the Bassanos’ painting is hallucinatory to me. It portrays several different sources of light, from the mythological light of Neptune and his chariot blazing across the sky, to dawn’s light just breaking in the far distance, to a cool illumination on the fishmongers and the fish almost tipping out of their baskets. In the midst of this commotion, a red-cloaked figure stands under an arch, mysterious in its solitude and stillness.

Poussin’s light reminds me of late-summer evening light in the northern hemisphere, when the shadows lengthen and color glows intensely, as if wanting to make a lasting impression of beauty before fading.

In De Hooch’s paintings, I am always drawn to the light at the edges of things. In The Asparagus Vendor, I go to the window near the woman sewing, where the light collects and hovers along the leaded windowpanes, at the crossing between inside and outside.

I chose Cropsey’s Catskill Mountain Lodge because it has always disturbed me. The light is bright, and the autumnal colors are warm, and yet I experience a terrible coldness. He is serving up the landscape in a bowl of darkness.

Bonington’s small oil sketch has, to me, light itself as subject. It both builds and destroys material forms. The speed of his eye darting in and around moving rays of sunlight being magnified by the reflecting water is captured by his brushstrokes; his urgency almost two hundred years ago is still alive for us now.
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Light is the element that fills the visible space and allows precise knowledge of the surrounding reality; traditionally, light is a symbol of knowledge and in these places this metaphor becomes perceptible.

— Giuseppe Panza di Biumo

The Project

As the Italian art collector Giuseppe Panza clearly understood, light makes things visible. Without it, whether natural sunlight or artificial illumination, we would see nothing. For centuries artists have taken on the existential challenge of evoking this intangible phenomenon that gives form, color, and substance to the world around us. Abstract painter Jil Evans, poised on the legacy of other artists, is perhaps the most recent artist to embrace this challenge. Medieval artists wrestled with how to depict Jesus in a veil of light, and Renaissance masters conjured sunlight breaking over the Tuscan hillside. The 19th-century Impressionists sought to reproduce the effect of light on form, and, by the mid-20th century, Mark Rothko seemed to have magically embodied light in his paintings, denying form completely. Such Light and Space artists as Robert Irwin and James Turrell, collected avidly by Dr. Panza, used light itself as a medium to explore our limits of perception. For Evans, the self-imposed challenge was how to express light abstractly with the same emotional and psychological gravitas found in art of the past.

The genesis of the Heart Bright Dark series of paintings was in 2010, when Evans compiled a list of twelve things of importance. One was light. Reflecting on this list in 2017, she conceptualized her project where light, based on art-historical precedents, would be the focus of her work. For source material, she identified five paintings, held in the collection of the Minneapolis Institute of Art, by five different artists who depicted light in distinct ways. The five works, all representational in style, spanned a period of nearly 300 years, from 1576-1855. This was not the first time Evans had looked to artists of the past for aesthetic guidance; the Venetian painters Tintoretto and Tiepolo had inspired several earlier series of her works.

The five thematically diverse paintings are by the Italian artists Jacopo and Francesco Bassano, the French artist Nicolas Poussin, the Dutch artist Pieter de Hooch, the British artist Richard Parkes Bonington, and the American Jasper Francis Cropsey. The earliest, the Bassanos’ The Element of Water (1576-1577), deftly melds an eerily lit nocturnal fish-market scene with the god of the sea,
Neptune, who in a halo of light streaks across the sky in his chariot. Some fifty years later, Poussin executed his commanding The Death of Germanicus (1627), a chaotic deathbed scene where the Roman general, as if under a klieg light, faces his end before a throng of mourners. In De Hooch's The Asparagus Vendor (1675-1680), the protagonist enters a dark domestic interior from the left, a scene lit by a single clerestory window, whose raking light captures a seamstress against a rear wall hung with paintings. The light makes apparent the Dutch merchant class comforts, which surround the mistress and master of the house who stand mysteriously in the shadowy foreground. De Hooch's skill at conveying light amplifies the psychological drama of the scene. With Rouen Cathedral, Sunrise (1825), Bonington seems a proto-Impressionist, as he dissolves the structural aspects of the renowned cathedral in an atmospheric veil of light and color, making us more aware of light and shadow than of form. Cropsey, a second-generation Hudson River School artist, painted the philosophical idea of the sublime — the relationship between humanity's humble existence and the vast power and expanse of the American landscape. In Catskill Mountain House (1855), the foreground is cast in deep shadow, other than a barren tree visited by ravens caught in the late-afternoon light. On a distant mountain, the Catskill resort is illuminated by even, omnipotent light, a mere speck when compared with mother nature.

These five paintings came to inhabit Evans' psyche. Her goal to transmute their various qualities of light into her own work was a complex endeavor. If her works were to convey an abstract equivalent of this light, she not only had to understand each compositionally, but she also had to develop an equivalent color palette with 21st-century pigments, not necessarily available to artists in centuries past.

To do so, Evans repeatedly sketched the five works from observation in notebooks and later on an iPad, using the Procreate app. This technology allowed her to take risks, erase mistakes, and solve compositional problems more quickly. With immediacy, she could translate her growing knowledge of light from the museum paintings into her evolving Heart Bright Dark series. In essence she had taught herself a new way to paint. Evans developed an analogous color palette by comparing Color-aid swatches with the hues found in the museum paintings. From these tests she created in oils hundreds of small color-range and tonal studies that corresponded to the color palettes of the five paintings. Those colors most identical to the source material were then logged for easy reference by Evans when creating her Heart Bright Dark paintings.

_A painting is an occasion for something to happen._
_A good painting gives and gives. It's magical._
  — Jil Evans
At heart, Evans is a 21st-century heir to Abstract Expressionism. Her noteworthy practice is filled with paintings whose emotional and psychological content is expressed through a rich matrix of bold markings, undisciplined lines, and spatial incongruities laced together by a sophisticated color sense. Her Heart Bright Dark series is no different. Here, Evans transmogrified notions of light from the historical smaller-scale, representational source paintings into her large-scale, abstract works of the present, imparting an emotional and psychological impact. The ongoing series comprises twelve paintings to date, whose evolution can be tracked through her oil-on-canvas/panel sketches and her iPad working drawings reproduced as prints.

Each Heart Bright Dark painting is a spirited compositional drama distinguished by Evans’ signature shifting spatial relationships, which are magnified by her uncommon palette that proceeds from murky dark grays and browns, to vibrant blues, greens, and salmon, to electric reds, yellows, and oranges. This staged choreography of form and color reveals her new understanding of how her predecessors interpreted light.

It is difficult to determine which historical painting is the source for each Heart Bright Dark work, so abstract and complex are their compositions. But identifying the inspiration is not the point. Rather, Evans’ challenge was to transmute the essence of the light conveyed in the earlier works into her own. This was done by interpreting compositional passages of form and color in the historical paintings, scaling them up and combining them with other visual elements to create her own landscapes of light.

Occasionally, assisted by Evans’ sketches, the viewer can identify the corresponding painting. In Heart Bright Dark 4 and 10, the red-orange passages in the lower-and upper-right areas, respectively, may reference the mysterious figure, clothed in a red, hooded garment, who lurks in the shadows of the Bassanos’ The Element of Water. Similarly, the dominant red areas in Heart Bright Dark 1 correlate with the red-robed soldier mourning in Poussin’s The Death of Germanicus. However, in Heart Bright Dark 6, perhaps the series’ most powerful work in its resolution of color and shifting spatial relationships, its inspiration in Poussin’s painting is far less obvious. Does the fractured blue-white cloud occupying the center of the work symbolize the light that envelops Germanicus? Do the yellow unfolding scirms of color at the edges of the work signify the light reflecting off the mourners?
In an in-studio conversation about the *Heart Bright Dark* series, I was struck by Evans’ answer when I asked how she perceived the singular light in De Hooch’s *The Asparagus Vendor*. Without hesitation she replied, “I think De Hooch is the light streaming in the window. He’s painting himself into the scene.” That notion, that light is a metaphor for the artist, aligns Evans’ thinking closely to that of Dr. Panza. Does it follow that *Heart Bright Dark 11*, inspired by De Hooch, is a luminous portrait of the 17th-century Dutch artist, with its suspended passages of saturated yellow?

The *Heart Bright Dark* series is Evans’ most accomplished and compelling body of work to date. At one level, it symbolizes “the bright and dark lights that inhabit all of us,” and prompted Evans to question what she values in the world. During the two-year process of creating this series, she investigated the role of light in art, and the possible content it could hold by studying the works of the Bassanos, Poussin, De Hooch, Bonington, and Cropsey. She wanted to figure out “how to meet their sensibilities about light.” For Evans, the activity of using light as subject matter allowed her to express the condition for, and the understanding of, a work of art. It provided her a different way of thinking about how we perceive the object, and all of its complexities and subtleties that are revealed by light. The *Heart Bright Dark* series offers insights into the experience of perception in representational versus abstract paintings. It also conveys how perception is altered through the tenuous balance of light, form, and color. How much information do we need to understand light? To see light is a fleeting and delicate activity, a true metaphor for knowledge.
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